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Abstract
The purpOse of this stildy was tO determine the effects
oF depth jumping training upon vertica■ jumping and sprinting
Speedo  Depth jump■ng ■nvo■ves Jumpュng dOwn from a he■ght and
immediate■y Jump■ng up as high as possib■e.
It was hypothesized that depth jump■ng training
wou■d improve vertical juェnp ng and sprinting speed.  Depth
」ump■ng training from high he■ghts was hypOthesized tO imprOve
Vertica■ jumping mOre than training from ■Owe  he ghts.  It
was a■so be■ieved that training fr。_■ ■Ow heights wOu■d imprOve
sprinting speed more than training fron higher heights.
The experimenta■ d sign of the invёstigatiOn was One
of a post test cOntrO■ grOup.  Thirty_twO Ithaca cO■lege ma■es
were random■y assigned tO three treatment groups and One
contro■ groupe  The three treatment groups participated in
a Five―w ek depth jumping training prOgram, twO tines each
Week.  During the first week the subjects perfOrmed a tOta■
Of ■2 jumps per sessiOno  This number was increased by twO
additiOna■ jumps per weeko  The subjects jumped Off a p■atform
at he■ghts Of 2.5=" and 3.7÷“.
At the end of the Five―week training progran, a■■
subjects were tested in a vertica■ jump―and_reach and a ■o_
ynd´ sprint with a 20-yard running start.  Each test was
gュven On separate days w■th all tr■a■s Of each test be■ng
administered On the same day.  In the vertical jump―
and―reach,
¬
each subject was allowed five trials, measured to the nea.rest
one-harf ineh. rn the 1o-yard sprint, each subject was
allowed five trials timecl to the nearest one-thousandth of
a second.
criterion measures for the two tests were selected
on the basis of a cornputerized analysis of variance and
reliability vras estabrishedthrough intraclass correlation.
lviultivaried analysis of variance was then utilized to d.etermine
statistically significant differen""".
The results indicated that there existeci no signiflcant
differences between any of the four groups in the study which
allorved for the rejection of all hypotheses. The hypothesized
effects of depth jumping training di<I not occur in this stugy.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Every athlete is in a continual proc6ss to improve
his performanc€o }iany hours of hard. trainlng are devoted
every year toward this goa1. ,{any people realize that the
only way to improve performance is through hard training.
History has shoryn a di.verse opinion on which training method
is the most effective for developing the body.
As long ago as 500 8.C., Greeks were lifting weights
for strength development. The Germans used systematic weight
training in preparation for the Lg35 Olympics. since then
many coaches have become aware of the benefits of weight
training. Research in t95r by Der,orme and watkins gave
support for the now conmon overload principle of deveLoping
muscles. rsometrics gained popularity in the l95o,s and
l96o's as a result of research done by ir[ueller and Hettinger(5). fhen in the 1950's, circuit training and isokinetics
became the nthings to d.o.' All this research has contributed.
to new and better techniques of training athletes. The
onslaught of the record books has been, in part, living
evidence of thi.s.
Through training, athletes hope to improve such
physicai qualities as power, speed, strength, agility,
endurance and so o!1. The attribute of power is need.ed in
■
2many of our athletic endeavors. power is usual]-y thought of
as one explosive muscular effort performed in the shortest
possible time. Many athletes have great strength, but are
unable to put this strength to work in power novements.
Coaches and trainers have long sought to bridge the gap
between sheer strength and explosive power when training
their athletes
Recent research (tgrzo) has developed. new theories
concerning muscular contraetion used to elicit powerful
movements. The principle is one of overloading the muscles
through eccentric contraction prior to a concentric contrac-
tion so to produce a more powerful contraction. Overload.ing
the muscles through forced stretching (eccentric contraction)
lengthens them even vrhen they are trying to resist stretching.
fhe muscLes resj.st overstretching by stimulating the stretch
receptors, or muscle spindles which in turn produce a powerful
contraction to prevent overstretching or poss5.b1e damage.
This is called the stretch or nyotatie refrex. Research (19,
20) has aLso shotrn that when a smoother and faster transaction
from an eccentrie contraction to a concentric contraction
occurs, a more powerful movement wi1l result.
The Russians and Germans have applied this principre
to training their athletes when trying to bridge the gap
between strength and power. This new training technique used
to develop pow'er is caIIed depth jumping. Depth junping
purports to best combi-ne the two components of povrer--strength
and speed. Depth jumping, junping down fbom a height and
|
3imnediately jurnping up as hish as possible, places the
muscles in eccentric contraction prior to the concentric
contraction. The traditional methods of developing power,
weightlifting and isometrics, initiate thej.r movements in a
relaxed or isometri-c state.
To raa.rimize perfornErnce, jumlers and. throwersr a's well
as various other athletes, are required to produce power.
Jesse (7) reconmends the use of light weights with very fast
movements for the development of speed dominated powero
Training athletes in depth junping hopes to correlate more
closely with their task demands.
Scope of P:roblem
fhirty-two Ithaca College males were randomly assi-gned
to three.treatment grcups and one control group. The three
treatioent groups participated ln a five-week depth junping
training program designed to improve vertical jumping and
sprint5-ng speed. After the training program, all 3? subjects
were tested in the vertical jump-and-reach artd a running
lO-yard sprint.
Statenent of hoblem
The purpose of this investigation was to study the
effects of depth jumping training on hurnan performance. More
specifically, this study was to Look at the effects of depth
jumping training on vertieal jumping arid sprinting spee<i.
The following questions $,ere researched r Does depth jur"aping
4
training increase verticaJ.. jumping an<l sprinting speed.?
Does depth jumping training flron high heights improve
vertical jumping more. than treiining fron lower heights? Does
trai.ning frorn lower heights. improve sprinting speed more than
training fbon higher heights?
H14>otheses
1. Depth jumping training significantly increases
vertical junping.
2. Depth jumping training significantly increases
sprinting speed.
3. Depth jumping training from a [igher height
significantly improves vertical jumping more than training
from a lower height.
4. Depth junping training from a 1ower height
significantly improves sprinting speed more than training
from a higher height.
5, Depth jumping training fron a eombination of rovr
and high heights improves verti.cal jumping more than training
from just a low height.
6. Depth jumping training froro a eonbination of Iow
and high heights improves spr5-nting speed. more than training
from just a high height.
Assumptions of Study
1. fhe sutjects gave their best efforts drlring
training and testJ-ng.
2. The subjects did not participate in any vigorou,s
Jumping activity during the trai.ning and testing program.
Definition of Terms
concentric contraction: Occurs when, the rength of a
muscle is shortened to perforn positi:re work.
Depth .iumpine: Jumping down from a prescribed helght
and upon Landing, immediately jump upward as hi.gh as possible.
rn this investigation, depth jumping was performed fron a row
height of 2.5=" and a high height of 307÷".
Dynamic strength8  MuSCu■n, force needed to move an
object of resistance so that the cOntraction takes p■ace over
a range of motiono  A■so referred to as ■sotOn■c strength。
Eccentr■c contraction3  0CCllrs when the musc■e ■
■engthened even though it tries to resist this ■engthening.
This ■ also reFerred to as pre―stretching or negative work.
Isomotric strength8  MuSCu■" force is exerted
without movement of the object of resistance or the body
joillts invo■ved.
POWer8  The abi■ity to re■ease max■um fOrce in the
shortest poss■b■e time.
sprinting speed8  The abi■ity of the body parts to
perform successive, simi■ar runn ng movements as Fast as
pOss■b e, so to prope■the body Over a given short distance
in the ■east amount of tine.  For the purpOses of this study,
maximum sprinting speed was considered the tine it took tO
run ■0‐yards aFter a 20-yard runn■ng start.
5
De■initations Of study
■。  on■y vO■unteer ma■es from lthaca cO■■ege were
used as subjects。
2。  The ■ength Of the training prOgra7n WaS five weeks.
3o  One ■ow height and one high he■ght were used tO
perForm the depth jumps from.
Limitations of
1. Conclusi.ons about other
Study
■engths Of tra■nュng
prograns lnoura not be uad,e.
2. Helghts other ti:.an the
referred to in the conclusions.
ones used should not be
|
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATuRE
fntrodrrction
Depth jumping training deals with improving athletic
performance. i{ore specifically, it attempts to 5_mprove leg
power and 1eg speed. Leg power and power in general have been
much researched topics.. power is the result of two factors_-
speed and strength. I?hat is the interrelati.onship of power,
speed, and strength? fhis complex question has been the goal
of many research€rso
This chapter contains the review of literature in the
following areass (1) power, (Z) speed, (3) effects of
strength trainin.3 on power , (t*) relationship of strength and
power, (5) refationship of strength and speed,, (6) relationship
of speed and power, (?) pre-stretched. muscles, and (B) depthjunping.
Power
What is power?
The distinction between power and strength is not
always readily apparent. t{eyers (9225?), however, makes the
distinction by stating: "ijluscular strength refers to force
exerted in a single maxinum effort . . .r without regard. for
time and distance. And. he (lrZ57) said that poler is the
7
I
,exertion of maximum muscular force in the shortest possible
tine interval to accomplish a specific task, composed' of both
speed and. strength,' Strength 5-s only one component of porverl
speed. is the other. Power is concerned. also with time and.
distance where strength is not. Therefore, power is the
result of trvo factors: (1) strength to produce a forcer artd
(Z) speed in which the force is applied'
others have mad.e the d.istinction betvreen different
types of power. Jarver (6) said there are tvro t14res of
power--continuqus power and instantaneous povler. Continuous
power involves performing work over a period of iine (such as
running) ano instantaneous povler is a single explosive type
of movement of a short d.r.rration (such as in junping or
throvring). Huffman and Berger (&0) refer to absolute power
and. relative polver. Absolute or actual power takes into
accowrt the person's body weight and would be calculated by
multiplying a d.istance jumped by body rveight. Relative povrer
does not take into account body weight and j-s measured only
by distance. fhe i,nnportance of power in athletics was
recognized. earlier by many people (f8,Z9 r3O) and is not
neglected bY nany coaches todaY'
Illeasurement of Leg Psrvler
In L92L1 Dudley Sargent (52) d'eveloped one of the
most widely used tests of power, the Sargent iump test (iurnp
and. reach test). This test originally made no mention of
powerand.wassirrplyatestofthecapacityofamanto
overcome.gravity. Later, in L932, trlccloy (4'6:325) said the
ビ
9Sargent jurnp test 'is prirnarily a test of the body to
develop polrer reiatj-"'e to the weight of the in<iividual
himself.' 0ther wideiy used practical tests of power have
have been the standing broad iump, the shot Put', and short
spri.nSs.
The sargent jump permits the subjects fu1l use of the
arms and trunk. Because of this, the Sargent jump was
questioned as a true measure of Ieg poweri. In attempting to
lsolate the measure of power to specific muscles or muscle
groups, Glencross (66) developed the vertical power iump
based on the definition of polver as the time rate of doirrg
work. This test was Later altered by Gray' Start and
Glencross (33) to become the nodified vertieal power iump.
fhey had subjects stand sideways to a iump board with one arm
behind the back and the other arm extended above the head.
After taking the initial mark at the fingertips of the
extended ?rrllr the subject would then take a fltll squat
position, steady himself, then iump as high as possible.
fhey reported that the modified vertlcal power iump correlated
.ggg with the verticat power iump. In the modified vertical
power jump, work was cornputed by the fornula, weight times
distance/tZ. They found the modified vertical power jurap to
have administrative advantages because of the eLimination of
a horizontal gravity line measuretnent and other related
measures.
In ord,er to get a true mechanical measure of power,
Glencross (32) constructed a power lever. This machj-ne would
?―
ー
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measure force, di-stance, and time of leg and arm limb
movementso Considine (61+) found a moderate relationship
(r=.508) betvreen the 
.power lever artd the vertical jump-and-
reach. Gl.encross (3?2359) coneluded that 'the Junp-reach
test and the standing broad iump have limited application as
valid measures of rouscle power as measured by the Bower lever
as the criterion.'
tt 1966, Margaria, Aghemo, and Rovelli (t+3) developed
a s'bair running test to measure muscle power. This test
requi-red subjects to run up stairs, taking two steps at a tine.
Subjects were timed with a photoelectric clock. Knowing the
vertical and horizontal dimensions of the stairs, a vertical
component of speed. could be calculated. It.om this vertical
component of speed, pot{er was calculated. Kalanen (58) used
the lrlargaria power test to measure power, At the same ti-me'
he used varied. di-mensj.ons of steps and' approaches. He found
the l{argaria test and all variations to correlate highly with
a JO:yard dash (r=.84).
Huffman and. Berger (l+c) compared the raodified Ieg
power test (absolute power) and the vertical jump-and-reach
(relative polver) to the MHPER Youth Fitness fest and Barrowrs
Motor Ability Test. He found. that both measures of leg power
had sirnilar accuracy'in predicting motor perfornance' No
matter which test of 1eg power is used, Kalanen (6}tt+6)
believed "tests which attempt to neasure power nust take body
weight into consideration.'
In summary, power was defined as the ability to
r
11
release maximum force in the shortest possible time. Power
is composed of tyro factorsr strength and speed.. Absolute
power takes into acconnt the person's body weight, whereas
relative povrer does not. Power is commonly measured by the
vertical junp-and-reachr the standing broad jr*p, the shot
put, and, short sprints. Researchers have developed other
power tests,'which attempt to isolate thc }egs. These tests
include Glencross' vertical power jump (which was later
modified), Glencross' power Iever, and Margaria's power test.
Speed
T{hat is Speed?
Obviously there are many different kinds of movements
in athletics, each requiring a different exertion of force and
rate of movement. Speed of movement "may be defined as the
capacity of the individual to perform successive movements of
the same pattern at a fast rate" (1:115). This definition
corresponds closely to running speed. 'Reaction time is the
interwal of time between the presentation of the stinulus and
the initiatioir of response' (82227); Henry and frafton (39)
found that reaction time aecounted for an insignificant
amount of the variance of a total sprint race.
limitinq Factors Affectine SprintinE Speed
Dintinan (3) identifies the alterable lirniting factors
of sprinting gpeed as the strength of the muscles, explosive
potver, reaction time, stri-de, form or technique, and flexlbility.
The unalterable factors limiting speed are the intrinsic speed
L2
of muscle contractj,on, neuromuscurar coordinat5-on, length of
levers (legs), general somatofgrye, and. overall body si-ze. -
Rarick (50) reported a velocity factor or pure speed.
of muscular movement, considered s5monlrmous to A. y, Hilrrs
viscosity faetor (internal resistance generated by a muscle
as it contracts) as the most important limiting factor of
speed of movement. He fowrd that individuals with average
strength cannot j.ncrease their speed of muscular performance
to any great extent.
S1ater-Harnrnel (53) tested 29 traLned and untrained
college men to determine if the neuromuscular mechanism (rate
of leg alteration) is a possible limiting factor for the rate
of leg movement in sprinting. The subjects ran a 100-yard
d.ash and peddled a bicycle ergometer. He found leg rates in
sprinting to be 3.10 to 4.3J strides per second, and fo::
cycling J.5 to 7.1 cycles per second. He conclucled that tire
rate of 1eg alteration j-s not the limiting factor in sprinting.
rn running, a person has to move the body and in cyc'l ing just
the weight of the Iegs. fhe rate of 1eg movernent in sprint-
in6 is partially determined by the weight the muscles rnus*
move.
Thg_Igeasurement,o{ Sprintins Speed
Sprinting speed has been measured by the obvious--
short sprints. To determine the velocity curye of sprinting,
Henry and Irafton (39) tested college males in the J0-yard.
dash. fhey used an automatic timer to deterrnine reaction
tine (out of the blocks) ana speed at five-yard intenrals.
t3
They found that g5 percent of maximua vel0city was reached.
at 22 yards. They conclud.ed tlrat acceleration past the 20_
yard mark is not of major concern but is very importa,t in
the first five to 10 .yards.
HaII (3s) used the 6o-yard d,ash to measure speed. He
used a running start to elimi.nate the skilI required to use
starting blocks. The n,,rning start also eliminated the power
of the acceleration phase. considine and sullivan (2?) for.rnd
a relationship of .17 betneen a five-yard sprint with a static
start and a five-yard spri.nt with a running start. They also
found, using a varinax rotated factor analysis, that a speed
factor correlated .Br with a running I0-yard sprint, .zr with
a running five-yard sprint, and ,25 wit]n a static five_yard
sprint.
rn summarlrr speed was defined, as the capacity of a,
individual to perform successive movenents of the same pattern
at a fast rate. Dintirnan (:r) identified the,limiting faetors
concerni-ng speed, some which are alterable and some which are
not. fn measuring sprinting speeci.r short sprints are commonly
used. rt was noted that pJ percent of maximum speed was
reached at 22 yards. power still plays an important role
past this point because the legs must nove the weight of the
body.
Effects of Strength Training on power
In attrimpts to 5.mprove povrer,
used strength development methods. It
coaches have largely
is well known that
14
'hypertrophy and strength are brought about only by subjectJ.ng
a muscle to 6peater lcads than those to which it is
accustomedi (2t367). With this knovrledge two t14res of
strength development methods emerged--isometric and isotoni.c
training. Isometric (statie) training involves €rn exertion
of force over a brief perS.od of time without any movement of
the body joint or the resistance. rsotonic training, usually
in the form of lifting weights, involves the exertion of force
through the range of motion.
Berger (r+1 studied the effects of dlmamie and. static
training on vertical jumping ability (power). Four groups
trained three times weekly for seven weeks. Group r did 10
maximum repetitions (RIl) of fulI squats, Group rr did fu1}
squats 10 Ri{, Group III did isometric 1eg exerci_ses at two
positions--legs paraIIe1 to ground and legs flexed at l3S
degrees, and Group Mid 10 vertieal jumps per session.
The groups that trained dynamically improved significantly
more in the vertica] jurnp. 8a11, R5.ch, and Vlallis (10) also
studied the effects of isometric training on vertical jumping
ability. After training 63 college men three times a week
for six vreeks in one lO-second maxj.mal bout each session, they
found that gains in i.sometrj-c strength were not accoropanied
by gains in vertieal junping ability. Berger (f+1 offers
support of this concept when he concluded that dtrmamic
strength training improves dynamic strength more than static
strength traini.ng.
In studying the effects of weight training on athletic
L5
povrerr Chui Q?) used two groups of subjects: (1) those who
performed weight training exercises fcr three months, and (2)
those who just participated in regular physical education
classes. Criterion measures included the Sargbnt jump (stand-
ing and rr.mning), the standing broad jump' the eight- and
l2-por.rnd shot puts, and a 6O-yard dash. Although he did not
compute statistical analyses, he concluded that the weight
training group showed. consi.stent inereases in the amount of
power on the criterion measures, whereas the non-weight
training group did not show such consistent i-nereases. Capen
(f0) and Hofflran (67) also forrnd similar results--weight
trainj.ng increases powef,r
Iooking into this area more specificaily, Bangerter
(11) studied the effects of training the plantar flexors, knee
extensors and hip extensorsr orl vertical junp performance.
Four treatment groups (with one control group) trained three
times weekly for eight weeks using one set of eight to 12 RM
each session. Each of three. groups trained one of the
specif5.c sets of muscles tramed. above, and one group trained
all these muscles. Pre and post tests were given in the
verti,cal jump. Using an analysis of covari-ance, he found
that the plantar flexor group did not significantly irnprove
in the vertj-caI junp whj-le the other groups did. He conciuded
that the hip extensors, knee extensors, or a combination of
the tr:ro contrj-bute to performance in the vertical iump.
In summary, ii has been shown that rveight training
increases povler. l'ieiSht trainin-g appears to be specific in
■6
that training dynamically will inprove dlmamic strength.
Static training, such as isometri.cs, does not improve
dlmamic strength as much as dlmanic vreight training. since
power involves a dlrnamic factor (speed ), it appears that
traj.ning to improve power should be done dynamically.
Relationship of Streneth and power
Seeing that strength is one of the components of
povrer, many people have studied the strength-power relation-
ship. start and others (55) hoped to gain some insight into
the problen of the nature of muscle power by stu<iying various
measures of strength, speed, power, and the gross lever
dimensions of the lower l-irnb on 63 freslr-man college males,
The four power Ereasures included. the vertical power jurnp, the
Sargent jump, the squat .iump, and the standin,g broad iump.
After subjecting the data to homax analysis, they concluded
that strength and power appeared reasonably separate entities.
0thers have found similar results in that strength and
power have little or no relationship. Smith (51+) meas."rred. leg
strength with a leg dSmamometer, and a vertical jump-and-reach
on 70 college men. He found no significant coryelati-on
between these tvro items. He conclud.ed that strength exerted.
against a dynamometer involves a different neuromotor pattern
than that controlling the muscles used in the vertical jump.
Henry and t{hitley (38) found non-significant correlations of
.1/B and ,215 betvreen static strength and strength in action.
fhis also supports the theory of high specificity of large
|
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muscle neurorf,otor eoordination abilities. Haryi.s (36)
attempted. to determine the relationship between force artd
velocity in atirLetic events for 163 hish school girts. She
used. the Sargent iump, the &O-yard dash, the stand'ing broad
jump, the basketball tlrrow for distance, and. the shot put
as potver measllres. Back and 1eg lifts $rere used as strength
measures. Using the Pearson product-:ilomentr she found
comelations ranging from .1911 to .628 between the power and
strength items. The Sargent jump and leg strength measures
only correlated. .2L5. Clarke (Ztt) found no significant
correlations between the vertical iump and' cable strength
tests, and. a lorv comelation (.30) between the standing broad
jump and hip extension strength'
Consiciine and Sullivan (2?) studied the relationship
between leg strength ald 1eg power in 38 college males.
Power tests utilized included the vertical iunp-and-reach'
the standing broad iump, and the chhlk board iump. A vertical
jUmp on a force platfor:n served as a criter5-on power Score'
then applied to the formula p=tgtz/t1 where g is acceleration
due to gravity, t is tlre time in the aj.r, and t1 is the time
the force is applied. The arms were kept at the side of the
body during the iunp on the force platform to get a more
accurate measure of leg power. Ihe 1eg strength was measured
by the use of a cable tensj-ometer on hip and. lrree extension,
and. an}.le plantar flexion. The highest correlation between
the povler tests and the criterion score was .5C (with the
vertical jwnp-and-reach). Based. on low to moderate correlaij-ons
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betrveen tests of strength and povrer, they concluded that
otrength and power are independent with pel{er being the more
complex entity. The highest correiation coefficient rvas .36
between nondominanrt }oree and the composite power scor€ o
0thers have found a more moderate relationship
between strength and power. !\lc0lements (45) studied the
relationship of powerr 8s measured by jumping height times
body weight, and stren3th. He had subjects in four training
prograxcs develop strength of 1eg and tltigh flexors and
extensors. The training prograns j.nvolved. many types of
exercises--dual resistanee, isometrics, weight traS.ning, and
calisthenics. He conclued that all four programs were
:qualIy as effective in developing power used in the vertical
jtrmp. He obtained significant correlations of ,52 bel'veen
flexion strength and, polver scores, and .62 be+ween extension
strength and power scores. He also fcund gains in strength
are not significantly correlated to gains in polver.
Berger ar:d Hend.erson (15) took measurements on 60
college ma1es, usj-ng statj.c 1eg strength (dlmamometer),
dlmamic J.eg strength (roaximal squat lift), and Ieg povier
(modified vertical poiver jrrmp) to oeterrnine the relationship
of power and strength. Using the Pearson product-noment
correlaiion, they fowrd significant correlatj.ons (.01 1eve1
of confidence) betrveen 1eg power artci static strength (.51+),
and Ieg porver and dlmanic strength (.71). These correlations
were not significantiy d.ifferent f)nom each other.
Using the stancling broad iump as a power measure anC
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various measures of strength, C1arke and DeGutis (25) tested
81 boys within trvo months of their tvrelfth birthday. The
highest multiple correlation reported was .69t+. This
correlation has a coefficient of muJ-tiple determination (n2)
of .4BZ rvhich is far from being a good predictor. fhey failed
to account for the boysr body weight which might well be a
better indicator of actual povrer (dj.stance times weight).
Ihey reported tlrat seven of 16 strength tests related to
power significantly at the .O5 1evel. fherefore, Clarke and
DeGutis concluded- that power is dependent in part upon bod.y
size and strength.
Costi.ll and others (28) studied the relationship of
selected tests of explosj.ve leg strength and anaerobi.c power.
They measured explosive Ieg strength vrith the vertical junp
and standing broad junrp, dlmamic strength by progressive squat
1ifts, and anaerobic power by methods d.escribed by lHargaria
(lt3). They found a .751 comelation between anaerobic power
and dynamic strength, but, it is 1ike1y that body vreight may
account for this high relationship since body weight j-s used
in calculating anaerobic power.
In summary, strength and power have shown lour to
moderate reLationships. Strength is one component of porver
and these tlvo items are difficult to separate and measure
independently.
Relationship of Strength and Speed
Gglns i-n Spe.ed, Thrg.uqh Gains in Str-en.,q-th
llost of the studies dealing with the problem of
20
whether gains in strength makes muscles slovler or faster
have used the limb speed of the €rrm. l,Iasley, Hairabediant
and Donaldsou (4ll) studied the effects of weight training on
arm speed of turni-ng a revolving crank. After training
subjects for eight r^reeks they concluded that, weight training
i.ncreased. strehgth and speed. I'ihitley and Smith (59) compared
the effects of three different training programss (1) iso-
metric-isotonic, (Z) cllmamic overload, and. (3) free exercises.
fhey concluded that regardless of the type of training, gains
in strength rnade it possible for improved speed of movement.
Capen (16), Chui (2L), l{ilkin (51), Zorbas and, Karpovich (63) ,
End.res (65), and. I.leadovrs (59) found si-nilar results.
Getting closer to the problem of the effects of lveight
training on sprinting speed, Dintiman (:ft used four different
types of training progSams' and conventional sprint tra5-ning
prograrns. He trained 1&J subjects for eight weelcs. He pre
and. post tested subjects on the JO-yaro dash, the Cureton
flexibility test, artcl 1eg clynamoneter tests. l'llren the
flexibility or vreight training prograrns l'/ere used separately
with the conventional sprinting prograns, neither irnproved
sprinting speed significantly, but when used together as
supplements to the sprintint program' they did iroprove speed
signifi.cantly. Di-r:timan (3ztt/) also believes "a program
involving heavy vre5.ght slolv contractions and fen relntitions
may be ideal for strength but it can harcliy be expected' tc
5-mprove sprS.nting speed.'
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Sgee-cl a.nd .StreBqth Unrelated
To stud.y this relationship betlveen strength and speedr
many investigators have used. arm Ii.mb movements, mostly
lateral addtrctj-ve arro swing. Henry and i{hit}ey (38) measu.red
Iateral adductive arn speed. and static strength on a total of 5J
subjects. They forrnd no significant correl-ation between
static strengbh and speed of novement.
Hoping to gai-n further insight into the speed-strength
controt'ersy, Iienry (3?) tested 35 men and 16 women on l-ateral
ad.ductive arm swing, static strength, an<i arra mass to deternine
the correlation betueen these variables. Static strength and
effective arm mass were measured in the test movement
position. Data were subjected to centroid factor anralysis'
Th'e correlations betureen the strengthr/mass ratio arid speecl of
movement r.lere near zeto, supporting the hypothesis of
neurorlotor specificity. Similar results have been found by
other investi.gators (23125 r38r5L, 55) .
Sgeed q4<i Strenglh Related
lrlhitley and Smith (59) tested 63 males in lateral
adductive arn srving of maximal speed carryin'3 light vreights
to d.eterrnine the relationship bet"veen static strength and
speed of arrn nove::lent. They foturd very lorv correlations
betwecn these tir{o Vs.ri.ab1es, especial}-y for free arin s-'ving
speed. 3ut as the weights (resistance) i-ncreased, a higher
correlation of .16 was forued.
Iilelson and !'ahrney (l+7) studieC the relationship
between rnaxi-nral static strength anC speed of elbovr fLexioi:.
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fhey found moderately high. correlations of .?b, ,?5, and. ,?9.
rn sunmary, consiriine and sullivan (z? st+Lr+) have said
that 'variety in thes.e stud.ies makes interpretation difficult. "
They key may 1ie in the particurar sanple of subjects
uti-lized. It is believed the improvement of strengbh i.rnproves
speed only up to a eertaln 1eve1. A person rryi.th a bigh revel
of strength may be able to i-mprove that strength but not
5.mprove his speed as much. At the same time a person rvlth
very little strength may improve speed. when improving
strength (27).
Relationship of Speed and por^rer
The other rnajor component of power is speed.. Because
of this, lna.ny investigators have studied the relationship
betvreen these tlo items. Gray, Start, and'rfalsh (3L)
investigated the relationship by measuring leg speed rvith a
bicycle ergorneter and leg power by use of the vertical power
jump. A lolv corre'l ation of ,l&Z was found indicating a high
specificity of these trvo items. rt was arread.y pointec. out
that start and others (56z558) believed strength and power
to be separate entities, but vrhen compa,ring speed and power
they conclu<ied that nspeed has considerable similarity {ro
power. . . .' They ila<ie this conclusion after finding a .6t+
correlation coefficient betlveen four tests of power and speed,
on the bicycle ergometer.
consi-dine and sulli.van (zz) suggested that speed i_s
more relaied to porver than strength based on the mod.erate
23
correlations of .49, .43, .J4 betwen the lO-yard sprint and
power measures of the vertical jump-and-reach, the standing
broad jump, and the chalk board jurnp, respectively. Back in
1938, carpenter (18) recoEgrized that speed was nore rerated
to power than speed to strength, in athletic.performs.rceo
Fleishman (l+) found moderate relationshi.ps between the
standing broad jtrnp and the JO-yard dash (.58), the vertical
jump and JO-yard dash ('.69), and. the vertical jump and 1O-yard
dash (,56).
Kalamen (68) found the JO-yard dash, with a 1J-yar<i
running start, to coryelate .Bl}4 to the irlargaria power test,
and .971+ to a three-step mo<iification of the l,fargaria test.
He also found the JO-yard dash to correlate insig.rifieantly
(.593) to the Sargent jump. He concrud.ed that there is a
high relationship between speed and povrer.
Hutto (&1) identified athletic power as a combinati.on
of strength and speed. using factor analysis, he found four
measures of power (5O-yard dash, stand.ing broad jurnp, running
high juap, and the 12-pound shot) correlated .gzg with a
velocity factor.
rn summaryt speed and power have been found to
correlate from the moderate to high r€uxge. Dintinan (3tzl-)
supports this close reLationship by stating that "maintaining
maximum speed requires consid.erable poyr€ro n
he-stretched lduscles
Placing the nuscles i-n a pre-stretched ccndition
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is constantly being d.one in athl-etic activities. The wind-up
in pitchirg, hitting the take-off board in long jumping, and
the glide across the circle in shot putting are such examples
of stretching muscles prior to a concentric eontraction.
studying the effects of this pre-stretching (eccentric
contraction) on a concentric contraction has largely been
ignored untj-l recently.
cavagna, saibene, and l,Iargaria (zo) studied the effect
oil negative vrork (pre-stretching) on the amount of positive
work (concentric contraction) by an isolated frog
gastrocnemius. They for-md that the amount of positive work
performed by a shortening muscle vras greater vrhen the musele
l'ras previ-ousIy stretched than the vrork done lvhen shortening
fion a state of isonretric contraction. cavagna, Dusman, anc
I[argaria (19) again studied the positive work done by a
previously stretehed muscle, this time rvith the forearm
flexors. They suggested that the potential energr stored in
the previously stretched rnusele is partially responsible for
a more powerful contraction. They (19:21) also concl_udec that
"the capacity to store elastic potential energy ciuring stretching
would be greater the greater the speed. of stretching and,
the finel length reached..' They add that this storage of
potential energy is onry partially responsible, and. the
contractiLe component of the muscle itself is able to develoo
an increased force when previously stretched..
Thysp Faraggiana, anri iliargaria (5?) stucled subjects
in deep knee bendi-ng exercises wrder tlo cond.itions: (1)
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rebounding ryhere they bounced up 5.mmediately after the full
squat position thus using the elastic energr stored in pre-
stretchirg, and (2) non-rebounding exercises identical except
that the fl[i squat position was helcl for a fraction of a
second., thus allowing the elastic energl to be diss:ipated. as
heat. They found. the imme.diate rebor.mding movemdnt, to produce
a more povrerful jump. rn sutrmary, a concentrj-c contraction
precedeci by an uninterupted. eccentric contraction will
produce a more powerful concentric contraction. Anci the
greater the .speed of the eccentric contraction and the
transaction, the raore pourerftrl tlre ensuing concentric con-
traction will be.
Depth 」umping
Depth jumping has been advOcated by some peopュ,e (48,
58,6o)in the tiaining of jumpers.  There has not been much
research in this country directed at the effects of depth
jumpingo  The Russians and Germans, however, have used depth
Jump■ng for many yearso  The concept behind depth jump■g ■s
that pre―stretched musc■es wi■■ 00ntract more forceFu■■y and
efficient■y.
In Russia, verhoshanskiy (58)used the very specific
heights Of 205=・・ and 3.7=“ to execute the depth jump fOr very
spec■fic reasons。
1:h:3と『:。lli]りl:Ill醤「itli:li:::I:Xi:!:hiヨ:::;::)WOrk
73百Fi:.p;,:S t°
 the max■un dynamュc strength deve■oped
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verhoshanskiy recomrnends that ress prepared. athletes perform
20 to 30 junps once a vreek. He believes that depth jumping
conforms more to developing the jumping muscles than the more
traditionai squat jumps with barberls. He also recommend.s
depth jumping for throwersr sprinters, and. even steeplechasers.
Jesse (7 zl.t 6) also offers support for a depth jurnping
type of exercise by stating:
rt is i.nteres'ting to note that the athletic worldin the-past tvro years is recognizing that the develop-
ment of speed oonrinated power-requiies the use oflight resi-stance in very fast morieaents. It is
notervorthy to mention the Russians have discarcled. the
use of heavy vreight training movements for theirsprinters.
Summary
The ability to develop povrer j.s l'ery i:nportant in rnost
all athletic activities, especialry ones using the larger
muscles. Power is coinposed of two components--strength and
speed. Power is the ability to produce a maxirnal force in
the shortest possible perj.od of time. strength is not
concerned with the time or distairce factor in exerting force.
sprinting speed is the ability to perfonr successi.ve
movements of the s€Lne pattern at a fast rate.
Poner has con-raonly been rneasured through the use of
the sargent junp, the stanriing br.oad jurnp, the shot put, and
short sprints. 0ther more recentry developec methocls of
polver mea-oureinent have been the modified vertical power jump
(r'rhich attenpts to eiininate the use of the arms) and the
Iliar.garia polver test. Iriechanical d.evices such as the power
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lever and tire force platforn have arso been used. speed has
been comrnonly measured by the use of short sprints. spri-nts
involving a running start have been shovrn to be rnore accurate
in measuring maxinral sprinting speed.
The development of povrer has been traditionally
accomplished through strength development methods. t'Ieight
trairring has been shown to aid the d.evelopment of power and
speed. The relationship of staiic strength and power has
been reported to be 1o'rr, lvhile dlmarnic strength and poler
are more related. Dlmarric strength is a component of power,
and the two have been oifficult to measure independeirtly.
Speed has been shovrn to be more closeJ.y related to povrer than
lras strength to polver.
' The relatiotrship between strength and speed has been
a controversial issue. Some have fet:orteo a moder*tely high
relationship while others have concluded there is litt1e or
no relationsirip. The differences were speculated to 1ie
within the different subjects used. lJhi1e a person vrith
little strength can increase both strength and speed, a
person vritir good strength may not find accompaniec gains in
speed.
I,lany tines in athletics, the muscles are placerl in a
stretehed, condition prior to concentric contraction, Vihen
the muscles are eccentrically contrac-bed (pre-stretched) prior
to a concentric contraction, a nlore povrerful contraction wiil
result. rt has been shovrn that the faster the transaction
frora ecce,tric to concerrtric contraction occurs the more
?????
?
forceful the ensuing contraction wj.l1 be.
Depth jurnping utilizes this concept of pre-stretching
the muscles to produc.e greater force. Depth juraping has been
advocated for the traini.ng of jumpers, sprinters and shot
putters. Depth jumping has been said. to conform more to the
actual tasks of jumpers than working with weights (5g).
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Chapter J
II,IETHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
This chapter contains the following areasr (1)
selection of subjects, (Z) testing instruioents, (3) m0thoCs
of data collectj.on, (4) treatment of data, and (5) sunmary.
Selection of Subjects
fhe subjects (n=3e) were male volunteers attending
rlihaca colIege. The subjects ranged in age frorn 1g to zl
years. They were randomly assi-gned to one of four groups--
three treatment goups and one control group--by use of a
table of random numbers. The three treatment groups
participated in depth juraping training for five weeks, tvro
sessions per vreek (see appendix A).
Testi.ng Istrunents
The vertical jump-and=res.ch test was used to measure
vertical jurnping ability. A ten-yard dash with a 2O-yard
running start vras used to measure maximal sprinting speed.
Weight was measured on a balanc'e scaie.
The vertical jump-and-reach test vras used with full_
use of the arms because s (1) it most closely corelated. lvith
the style in which the cepth ju;nping training was performed.,
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and (2) for the practical 
.reason that
permitteri full use of their arms.
3o
in sports, athletes are
Idethods of Data collection and Data scoring
rn the verticar juop-and-reach, the subjects were
given five trials. A chalk-jurop board, rvas used to measure
the vertical displacement. After reaching with the preferred
arm to give an initial zero point, the subjects jumped as
high as possibre, touchi-ng the board. again. The subjects
were given lJ to 30 seconds to recover, chalk up their fingers
and get set for the next ju-mp. The verticar displacement
was recorded to the nearest one-harf i-nch. A11 subjects were
tested in one day.
rn the I0-yard sprint, the subjects were allowed a
standing, zo-yard ru'*ring start. The sprint was performed in
a rymnasiun. The subjects were given five trials with
approximately two to four minutes betvreen trials. A photo_
electric timer rvas used to record tine to the nearest ohr_
thousan<ith of a second. A1r subjects were tested in the sanle
ciay, See append.ix B a'd C for i.nstructions.
scores in the vertical jump-and-reach were measured
by the investigator to the nearest one-half inch. scores in
the ten-yard sprint were recorded to the nearest one-
thousandth of a seconcl.
Treatment of Data
rntraclass rel-iabiLity was carculated by the methoc
r
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reconrmended by Baumgartner (t?). This method can be used to
test if any significant trends are present. rn this metho<i,
the individual trials of each of the variables are subjected.
to an analysis of variancer treatndnt by subjects design. ff
the resultant F ratio is significant, a trend in the data
exists. r,, such a case, then, a criterion score other than
the mean of all test trials should be selected. trlhen the
newry ser-ected trial scores produce a nonsignificant F ratior.
the data ican then be sai<i to have no trend.
The jurnp data were prepared for intraclass reliability
calculation by the use of an ANAIYVAR program. The sprint
data were analyzed. by the use of the computer program BIrIpg2y.
'1 hand calcurator vras used to d.etermine intraclass reliabi]ity.
After locating where the significant trends were, the
newly selected trials were subjected to program TAILy to
determine the means and standard. deviations. The data lvere
then subjected to a multivaried analysis of variance to
determine significant differences through the use of the
BMD12V program.
Suuuary
Thirty-two male volunteers rvere rand.omly assi-gned to
one of four groups--three treatment groups and one control
grcup--by the use of a table of rand.om numbers. After five
weeks of trainirg, the subjects were tested in a verticaljump-and-reach, and. a 1o-yard dash with a zo-yard rururing
start.
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The data were anaryzed. through'the use of a'. analysis
of variance, treatment by subjects design to d.etermine the
mos.t reliable criterion measures. Reliability was determined.
by the use of the intraclass reliability method,. The criterion
scores l?ere then antalyzed by a multivaried analysi.s of
variance to determine significant differenceso
‥?
Chapter &
ANAIYSIS OF DATA
The statistical analysis of the data,is presented
in this chapter. 'rhe nain <iivisi-ons of this chapter
include: (f ) reliability of d.ata, (Z) multivaried,
analys5.s of variance, ancl (3) sunuilary.
Reliability of Data
To determine the reliability of the data, the
intraclass correlation methocl as recommended by Baumgartner
(1'2) was useci. A norrsignifica,t F ratio of .093 was found,
when the data were subjected to an analysis of vari.ance,
treatnnent by subjects design. An F ratio of 4.15 at the .o5
leve1 of confidence was need.ed for significance. The two
trials maxi-:'ni.zeci the jump performance and they were not
significantly clifferent from each other. To naximize the
sprint performance, trials tvro, three, and four were serected.
using these three middle triais, a nonsignificant F ratio of
r.JZ vtas found. An F ratio of 3.J1 vras need.ed for statistical
significance. The results of these anarys.es are presentecl inTable 1.
Reliabil5.ty was calculated. from the formula
R 
- I/lse - i,se/Ms" where MS- rvas equal to the mean square ofthe subjects. The emor tern,
fornula MSe= SS triaLs + SS(g
iUSs r was calculated fron the
x s) /at trials + df (T x S),
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Analyses of
Desiggr
Tab■e ■
f:F・3rI∫.:iflhill:i3111:1・by Subject」ump
Vertical Jurno
Mean Fdf Square Ratio
Ten-Jrard Sprinl
I,Iean Fdf Square naiio
Betrveen
Between
TxS
Trials 
.
Subjects
0。0■6
■2。245
0。■69
0。0925 ?
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where the numerator rvas the suru of square for trials plus
the surn of square for trials by subjects and the derrominator
was the respective d.egrees of freedom (t21. As can be
determined from Table 2, the reliability coefficients rvere
acceptable, being o-gB2 for the vertical jump and o,gg5 for
the I0-yard sprint.
Mea,s were determi.ned. for each of the variables by
averaging only those trials vrhichr as a result of rel_iability
analysis, were not significantly different. .The means and
standard devi.ations for each of the four groups are presented
in Table 3. rn the vertical jump-and-reach, the high; group
had the highest ruean of zr.J6 inches. Their scores ranged
from 18,25 i.nches to 23.?5 inches with a stancaro_ deviation
of 1.81. rhe next highest group was the combination group(traininE at the 1ow and high heights) vrith a mean score of
?1,22 inches. They had. a range of scores fron r?.?5 inches
to 24.J0 inches vrith a stanclard deviation of z,r+3. The third
highest group was the control group rvith a nean of 2.1.19
inches. They had, a range of scores from 1g.00 inches to
26,50 i-nches with a standard d.eviation of 2.?6. The rowest
group in the junrp-and-reach rvas the 10vr height group. They
had a me€u1 of zo.B4 inches with a sta,dard. deiavtion of 1.16.
Their scores ranged. from t5.25 inches to z|.z5 inches.
fn the 1O-yard sprint the fastest group r,,as the
combination group. They had a mean time of 1 .o9rz seconds
with a standard. d.eviation of 0 .ot+js, Their scores ranged
from L.ol+3 seconcrs to t,t?5 second.s. fhe next fastest Eroup
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Tab■e 2
1ntrac■ss cOrre■atiOns fOr
and the Ten―yard
the 'rrertical JurnpSprint
I'Iean Squ.are
Subjects 1‐lean SquareErrorRe■iabi■ty
Vertical Jurop
Ten-yard Sr'riirt
■2。245
0oO■798
0。■64
0・0003■■25
0。986
0..・982
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Table 3
Ideans and Standard Deviations ofGroups and the Control the ExperimentalGroups
Ten―yard spr■nt
1lean S.D. I,lean S.D.
Lov
High
Lor.r and
Control
High
■。■2■■
■o■447
■。09■2
■0■34■
0。0873
0◆0924
000435
0。08■6
20。84
2■.56
2■。22
2■。■9
3.■6
■。8■
2.43
2。76
―
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was the low height group with a mearr of 1.1211 seconci.s.
Their scores ranged from L.Og6 seconds to L.ZZZ seconds vrith
a standard deviation of O.O8?3. The third fastest group was
the eontrol group with a mean of 1.t]lt+t seconds and a
standard deviation of o.0g16. Their scores ranged f)rom 1.031
seconds to 1.235 seconds. rhe sl0lest group vras the high
height group 
"vith a mean of r-.rub? seconds. They had a range
of scores from r.cs? seconds to t.3zg seconds with a standard.
deviation of o.Ot+35.
Multivari.ed Analysis of Variance
The previously reported means rvere subjected to a
uultivaried analysis of variarlcer There is a possibility of
three sources of variance affecting the results of the
dependent measures: (1) effect of the 1ow heiSht, (2) effect
of the high height, an<i (il effect of a combination of the
first two. The approxiamte F-statistics are reported. in
Table 4. An F ratio of 3.)J was needed for there to be a
significant difference between the groups, at the .0J 1evel
of confidence. An aporoximate F_statistic of 0,O9b5 was
foun<i for the effect of the lovr height, 1.ZZZ4 for the effect
of the high height, and. c.335? for the effect of the inter_
action. The analyses produced no significant F-statistics.
This elirninated the need for a test of further comparsion,
seeing the groups did not differ significantly.
?
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Tab■e 4
Mu■tivaried Ana■ysis Of lrariance
of Depth Jll:i子言rtlcIIn,115
of the Effects
Spced and
Sonrce Degrees of Freed.om AprOXimateF―Statistic
Effect Of
431 inches
Effect Of
29告 inches
lnteractiOn
27 ■。2724
000945
0o3357
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Stuumary
'rhe i.ntraclass correlation method. was used to d.eterminethe reliability of the data. This method a,r_ows the determin_
ation of significant trend.s in the data. 0n the basis of this
analysis, trials four and five were selected'as the cri.terion
scores for the vertical jump, ad trials tvro, three, and four
were selected as the criterion scores for the Io_yard sprint.
rhe reliability coeffi.cient of the vertical junp data was0.986. The reliability coefficient of the l,-yarcl sprint
was O.9Bz
The means of the criterion scores were subjected to
a multivariect analysis of variance. fhis analysis produced
no significant differences between groups. Secause of this,
there v/as no need. to firrther analyze the data.
Chapter J
DISCUSSION OF RESI'LTS
This chapter includes a discussion
reporteci in Chapter 4. The main divisions
include: (1) reliability, (Z) description
iumping, and (l+) summary.
?
?
?
?
?
?
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the results
this chapter
data, (3) depth
Reliability
The intracrass co*elation method was used to
determi.ne the reliability of the data, as recommended by
B.au.ingartner (12). This method aIlows the for the use of
trend-free data. Ar1 average of triars four and. five vrere
selected as ilre criterion score for the vertical jurnp on the
basis of the intraclass analysis.
A reliability coefficient of 0.9g6 was reported.
This high reliability is a direct result of the intraclass
anarysis and the selection of trend.-free d.ata. This data
are very similar to those reported. by considine (6!+). He
reported a reliability coefficient of 0.g}g using trials
three, four, five, an<i six in the vertical jump-and-re&ch.
lle also used the intraclass correlation method. rn a ]O_yard
sprint, he reported a reliability of 0 ,g5g using an average
of trials four and five. rn this study, a similar reliability
of o-9Ez vtas found using trials two, tirree, and four,
ll1
\-.
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Descri.ption of Data
Based on the hypothesis, the group jq.nping from the
high height shour-d have scored. the highest in the verticaljump. Following the high group should have been the combina-
tion sroupr the lbrv group, and then the control gnoup in that
order. Based on the raw means the high group dicl score the
highest with the combination group foilowing second.. The
hypothesis brealrs down however, when the control group jumped
higher than the 1ow group.
rn the lO-yard sprint the fastest group should have
been the 1cw group followed by the combination group, the high
group, and then the control group in that order. This ord-er
did not hord up. The combination group ran the sprint in the
shortest time follovred by the low group, then cane the controi
group, and then the high group.
rt is interestinq to note that the trenc of the
results vrere similar to the hl4lotheses. The high group did
score better than the lovr group and tlre conbination group in
the vertical juep. And in the 1c-yard sprint, the 1ow group
did score better than the high group. The raw data tended to
su1:port verhoshanskiy's theory to a limited. d.egree. upon
analysis of the cata, the differences l,rere not rarge enough
to produce statistically significant differenc€sr 
.therefore,
all trypotheses were rejected..
??
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Depth Jumping
Depth jumping training was hypothesized to imprOve
vertica■ jumpュng and maxima■ sprintin_‐ speedo  This hypOthesis
WaS reJected On the basis Of a mu■tivnried ana■ysis of
var■ance Of the data which produced an insigiificant F―
statistic.  It was a■sO hypothesized that depth j:umpュng
training frOm higher heights cOuld imprOve vertica■
 jumpingmOre than traininb‐ frOm ■Ower heights, and additj.Ona■■y thatjumping from ■。wer heights cou■d improve sprinting speed mOre
than tra■n■ng from higher heightso  These hypOtheses were a■
sOreJectedo  This stuay did nOt statistica■
■y suppOrt the
recOmmendatiOns Of veroshanskiy (58).  He c■
ained that
trOining at a height oF 215,"‐deve■ops maximum speed OF the
musc■es ュn swュtching frOm yie■ding wOrk t0 0vercOm■ng wOrk
and that training at a heignt Of 307=" deve■
Ops maximin
dynamic strengtho  severa■ reasons may exp■ain why these
effects of depth jumpュng training did not Occl】r in this study.
one reasOn may be in the particu■ar samp■e OF subjects
used.  considine and su■■ivan (27)have expressed a be■ief
that an imprOvenent in strength imprOves speed On■
y up tO
a certaュn strength ■eve■。  For examp■e, a persOn whO pOssesses
a high strength may imprOve that 
■eve■ but nOt improve his
Speedo  Rarick (5o)alsO repOrted that individua■
s with
average strength cannot increase
theュr speed tO any great
extent.  It is pOssib■e that thesubjects in this study had
high initia■ strength ■eve■so  The subjects were most■y
physica■.educatiOn majOrs Or former athletes.  Even if thoy
|
―
‥
It tt
were to improve their strength, accord.ing to considine and
sullivan (z?) it d.oes not necessarily follow that a co*e-
sBonding improvement in speed. occurs.
controlling the subjects' aetivity when they were notdirectLy involved. with the investigation is.an unreasonable
venture. The investigator could. not prevent the subjects
from engaging in a pick-up game of basrretball which i.nvolves
csnsiderable j,mping. rhe outsid.e activity of the subjects
may have effected the resuLts.
There is the possibility that more jumps per session
could have given different results. The starting nu:nber of
Lz j,nps per' session vras based on the recolnmendations of
Yerhoshanskiy (58) for highly strong athletes. Time did notpermit the use of a pre-test measure of the initiar strength
of the subjects. Time arso limited the number of vreeks the
study could be cond.ucted.. A larger number of weeks and
sessions per vreeir may have brought about greater changes
in the groups.
Ihe question now becomes, is depth jumping training
worth pursuing as a device for trai.ning athletes vrho are
lnvolved in jumping or powerful 1eg movements? From the data
collected in this study, depth jumping training did not
statistically indicate an imprcvement in vertical jumping
or maxirnal sprintin.3 speed. since the trend in the data
supported the hypotheses to some d.egree, the possibility
exists that with a more intensive training reginen a
statisticar significance could have occurred.
?
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The subjects thenserves reported. to the investigator
that they courd. jump better as a result of doing the depthjumping training. After the first two sessions, solue of the
subjects reported a little soreness. This was probably dueto the extrene stress placed on the muscles during depthjumping. This was a good indication seeing that one objective
of depth 
.iumping was to prace the muscles i.n a stressful
situation sinilar to that of an athletic event (such as triplej.rrnping). rt is obvious that from face value that depthjurnping places the muscles in a stressful situation. This
stressful situation cannot be achieved from lifting heavy
weights in a slovr manner.
Based on face value, d.epth 
.juroping is stil1 a viable
aLternative for atlrr-etes involved in producing poruerful leg
movements. This investigation did not deal with contrasting
weight training with depth 
.junping. . A combination of these
two training programs could be benefi-ciaI for so:ne athletes.
Summary
This chapter discussed the resu■ts Of chapter 4。
The high re■iabi■ty of the data was fOund tO be siniln, tO
that reported by cOnsidine (64).  Both investi_CatiOns uti■
ized
the ■ntraclass cOrre■atiOn inethOd fOr determ■n■ng trend―free
data and re■iabi■ty.  The high re■iabi■ty was due tO the
se■ectiOn of trend_free data tr■a■s.  Even thOuζh the raw
data means were headed in the hypothesized directiOn,   
、
statisticar- analysis shovred. that there were no significant
?
46di'fferences between groups. This allowed for the rejection
of hypotheses. The fact of no significant differences
betleen groups was explained to 1ie partially in theparticular semple of subjects used.. rhe subjects were
believed to be of a hish strength lever- incapable of improvingtheir sprinting spoed. just. thiough strength or power
training. Time linited the number of weeks of training ancithe number of sessi.ons per vreek. The possibility exists thatgreater trainS.ng effects could have taken prace given more
tirne or more jurnps per week.
Chapter 6
SUMI{ARY, CONCLUSfONS, AND RECOI,Ii/IENDATfONS
Introduction
This chapter is divided into
(1) suf,mary, (2) conclusions, and (j)
the follorving areas s
reco&?endations.
Summary
coaches and athletes are constantly seeking new
methods of training so to inrcrease.performance. one new
training method, depth jumping, has been investigated. in
this study. Depth irroping involves jumping dorvn from a
height and immediatery jumping up as high as possible.
The purpose of this study was to d.etermi.ne the effects
of depth jumping on vertieal jurnping and sprinting speecr.
rt was hypothesized that depth junping would. improve vertical
jumping ano sprinting spee<i. Depth jumping training from
high heights vras hypothesized to improve vertical jumping
more than training from ro'.ver heights. rt was also believed
that depth jurnping training from lower heihgts would. improve
sprinting speed more than training from higher heights.
The experi-mental desi3n of the investigation vras one
of a post test only control group. Thirty-two rthaca
college mares r{ere randomly assigned. to three treatment
groups and one control group. The three treatnent groups
47
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partic■Dated in a five―week depth jump■ng training program,
tWo times each week.  During the first week the subjects
performed a tOta■of twe■v  jumps per sessiOn.  This n47nber
Was increased by two additiona■ jumps per weck.  The subjects
jumped Off a p■atForm at heights Of 2・5'" and 307÷".
At the end of the five―week training prOgran, a■1
subjects were tested in the vertica■ julnp―and―reach and a
■0-yard sprint with a 20-yard running starto  Each test was
given on sepn,ate days with a■■ tria■s Of each test being
administered on the same day.  ェn the vOrtica■ jump―and―reach,
each subject was a■■Owed five tria■s, me sl,red to the nearest
one―ha■f inch.  In the ■0"yard sprint,・each subject was
a■■Owed five tr■a■s tined to the nearest one“thousandth Of
a secOnd.
cr■ter■on measures fOr the two tests were se■ected
on tlle basis Of a computerized ana■ysis Of vari ce and
re■iabi■ty was estab■ished through intrac■ass cOrrelatiOn.
1lu■tivaried ana■ysis of variance was then uti■ized O
determュne statistical■y siO‐n■ficant differences.
The resu■t  indicated that there exists no significant
differences between any of the fOur groups in the study, which
a■■owed for the re3ection of a■■ hypothesesP  The hypothesized
effects OF depth jump■ng training Qid not occllr in this study.
Conclusions
Based on the results of this study the follovring
conclusions irere made.
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1. Depth jumping training did not improve vertical
jumping or spri.nting speed.
z. Depth juaping training flon a high height did
not improve vertical jumping more than training from a lower
height.
3. Depth jumping training flom a Iow height did not
improve sprinting speed more than training from a high height.
4. Depth jumping training from a eombination of a
Lovr and high height di<i not have any effects significantly
different flon training at either of the heights separately.
Reeommendations
The follor.ring recommend.ations were made.
1. Further researich should utilize different groups
of subjects, different ages, sex, and levels of development.
rt might be good to use subjects vrho are not close to their
maxj-mur,r strength l_evel.
2. A longer, more i.ntense training program couId be
administered.
3. It is suggested that different dependent variables
be used. This could incrude a d.ifferent style of performing
vertical jumping and perhaps a longer sprint. There are
lnany different methods of measuring Ieg povrer throughout the
literatur@r rf a longer sprint coulcl be used, it may be wi-se
to time cifferent segments of the sprint so to d,etermine any
effects on specific parts of a spr5_nt.
':. rt is suagested that other experimental cesigns
50
be used su-ch as a pre test, post test.
5. A look into the effects of depth jumping on hovr
high e person can junp in a single effort is recommeno.ecl.
6. rt is reconrmended that different heights of the
depth jumps be used and compared.
Z. It is sug6;ested that depth jurnping be cornpared
to other forns of power training such as rveight training
or i.sometrics.
APttNDIX
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Appendix A
Instmctions for Depth Jumping
TRAINTI{G PROGRAI,I
You have volnnteered to ta.ke part in a five-week
training program involving depth jumping. fn perforrcing
these depth jr,:irpsr Vou vii-l-l step u.p onto the platform and
position yourself rvith your toes just over the edge of the
platforrn. Once in position you lvil1 jtrmp straight d.orr':r,
into the narked off area, r'rithout jumping frora the platform.
r,and on the ba11s of your feet and flex your knees so that
you rvi1l be able to absorb the shock of the faIi. Onee
1'ou have absorbed this shock you are to II.1I1EDIA?ET,Y,
vrithout hesitation, jurnp in the air, using your e.rins to
reach for tire object overhead. The jurnp is to be performed.
with maximurn effort. Try to coordinate the absorption of
shock and tire jusip so that yorr ',vi11 be able to ju.rnp as
high as pos$ible on every attenpt. Perforra one-ha.-l-f of the
prescribed nt:mber of junps for the vreek, take one rainrite
res'6, then perforn the other half .
E>:arnple proilram
Week l
lleek 2
lJeek 3
Week
lloek
9 junps,
-10 juraps,
?
?
5 jw;rps, 1
7 jurnps, 1
E jumrs, 1
mintrte rest, 6
minute rest, f
rainute rest, 8
ninu-te rcstr g
n j-nute res't, 10
?
?
31mps
3umps
」珈 ps
」umps
3umps
to-bal jurips
t2
1-t+
1.(,
18
20
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Appendix B
fnstructions for Vertical Jurap
TESTING
This part of the testing proeedure eonsists of a
vertical jump-and-reach. After chalking your finger tips,
stand next to the r"rall and reach as high as you can vrith
your arm extended overhead. !,Iith your feet about shou-Lder
width apartr you rviIl jump up as high as possible and toueh
the wa1I. You are permitted ful-1 use of you.r an:ls. you
may not make any preliroinary foot novements, you rvi1l be
allorved fj.ve jurnps, taking time betvreen each jump so to
re-chalh )rour fingers and re-position )rou-rself . Each jump
should be perforreed lzith maxj-murn effort.
Appendix C
Instructions for Ten-yard Sprint
[ESTING
This part of the testing procedure consisis of a
IO-yard sprint with a ZO-yard start. You will use a standing.
start at the starting 1ine. lVhen given the signal to 'Go",
sprint as hard as possible all the way through the phototimers
not letting up until you are well past the photot-i.mers.
lt'alk back to the starting line and wait for your turn' You
will be permitteo five rtu1s. Each run shculd be performed
rvith maximum effort.
l'ertical Jurap
Group
Appendix D
Scores in, fnches for TreatraentTraining at Lorv iteight
Subject■ 5与2
Tria■
3
■
2
3
L
5
6
7
8
20。5
■500
2■。5
2■。5
■8。0
20.0
25。0
2■。5
■9。0
■6。5
22。5
2■。5
■7。5
■9。5
27。0
23。5
20。0
■6.5
22。5
2■。5
■8.5
20。0
26.5
22。0
2■。0
■5。5
23.5
2■。0
■8。0
20。5
26。5
2■。5
20。0
■6。o
23。0
2■。5
■8。0
20。0
26。o
2■。5
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Appendix E
Yertical Jur,rp Scores in fncires for Treaiin€ntGroup Ti-aining at liigh Height
Subject 542■
―Tria■
3
9
■0
■■
■2
■3
■4
■5
■6
■8.0
2■。0
2■。0
2■。0
2■。5
20。0
20.5
23.5
■8。0
20.5
22。0
22。5
22。0
20。0
22。0
2205
■7。5
■9.5
2■.5
23.0
22.0
20。0
22。5
23o0
■8.5
20。5
2■。5
24。0
22.0
20。5
22。0
23.5
■8。o
2■.0
2■。5
23.5
22.0
20.0
23.0
23.5
56
‐
Appendix. F
Yertical Junp Scores in fnches for Treatment
Group Training at lorv and liigh i{eight
5キ
?
?
Tria■
3Subject
|
■7
■8
■9
20
2■
22
23
22,
2■。0
20。0
22.5
■8.5
25。0
20。0
■9。5
■7.0
22。5
2■。5
23o0
■9。0
21,.5
■9。5
■9。」
■9。0
2300
20.5
23o0
■9。0
24.5
20.5
■8。5
■8.5
24.0
2■。0
23。5
■9.5
24。5
20。0
20。0
■7.0
23。5
2■。0
23・5.
■9。0
24.5
20。5
■9。5
■8。5
2
Append.ix G
t/ertical Jump Scores in Tnchesfor the Control Groun
Tria■
Subject ■ 54
9t<
26
27
2B
29
3o
3t
32
18.5
22.5
20.0
l7 ,5
25,O
2]-,5
20.o
20.5
18.5
22,5
19 ,5
L7 .5
27.0
2L.O
20,0
lg .5
18.0
23.O
19 ,5
18.0
26,0
22.0
20 .0
20,0
18.0
23,5
20 ,5
L7 .5
26.5
22.0
20 ,5
2l,o
18 .0
23.5
20,o
18.5
26,5
2l-.5
20,o
20 ,5
58
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Appendi:< H
Ten-yard Sprint Tines in Second.s forthe Control Group
Subject■ 542
Tria■
3
25
26
27
28
29
30
3■
32
■。■53
■。■42
■.o66
■。■7与
■。o6■
■。o6o
■。■9■
■o307
■。■22
■o■32
■o053
■o■36
■。040
■o059
■.■76
■.279
■o■30
■。■24
■0058
■.2■2
■0030
■。079
■。■6■
■.280
■0■55
■。■4o
■。o62
■。■76
■。023
■.088
■。205
■。296
I .182
1,168
L.069
1.177
l,o7t,
l,og 5
7,202
1.262
Appendix I
l!en-1rs1'd Sprint Ti-mes in Seconds for Treatrnent
Group fraini.ng at High Height
Su_bject 42■
Tria■
3
?
?
?
9
■0
■■
■2
■3
■4
■5
■6
■。207
■0■55
■0331'
■.229
■・058
■.■7■
■。077
■。oι3
■。■73
■。■72
■03■6
■。■77
■。047
■0■56
■。o67
■。057
■0■5』↓
■o■37
■o333
■.20■
■。020
■。■4■
■・034
■。o56
■。■68
■.■1,5
■。336
■。■80
■。089
■。■85
■。074
■.059
■。202
■。■63
■.374・
■o■70
■o045
■。■82
■。067
■。058
6o
Appendi>l J
Ten-yarcl sprint rimes in seconds for TreatnentGrou.p Training at Lorv and. Itigh Heiglit
Subject■ 542
Tria■
3
■7
■8
■9
20
2■
22
23
24
■0056
■。056
■。■03
■・■■7
■。092
■.■09
■。■20
■・■97
■。049
■o054
■。096
■。04■
■o073
■。■■5
■。■■2
■.■53
■o052
■。04■
■。■■6
■0078
■。086
■o097
■o097
■0■79
■。044
■.049
■。099
■o037
■o095
■o■35
■。088
■。■92
■0057
■0032
■。■00
■。o63
■.■■2ル
■0■05
■。088
■。203
6■
― ― ― ― ― ― ― ―
Ten-yard Si:rini
Group
Appendix I{
Tirnes in Seconds for TreatinentTraini ng at Lovi iieight
Subject ■
Tria■
3 4
ユ
2
3
ll
5
6
7
8
ユ。■2■
■o38■
■。■23
■。026
■。■■7
■。■08
■。o68
■。207
■o■07
■0308
■。089
■。0■8
■.■52
■。■20
■。079
■。2■2
■。099
■。257
■。o61´
0。994
■。■67
■・094
■0032
■.■95
■。083
■。267
■.097
■。002
■。■48
■。■0■
■。028
■。■97
■・■■5
■。25■
■。■キ5
■o005
■・■59
■.■27
■。0・々5
■。20■5
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